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JUDGES ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA  
 

1. Must have raag vidya, in particular the raag(s) specified for the 
Keertan Darbaar.  

 
2. Must have taal vidya (teentaal, ektaal, jhaptaal, chartaal, etc.).  

 
3. Must have keertan gyaan.  

 
4. Must not be related to any member of any participating jattha.  

 
5. Must not have assisted, coached or prepared any member of any of the 
participating jatthas.  

 
6. Must not have assisted, coached or prepared any participating jattha.  

 
7. Must agree to study all the information on the Judge’s page of the 
Foundation website.  

 
8. Must agreement with the Keertan darbaar Rules.  

 
9. Must be willing to sign the Judge’s Affidavit.  
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JUDGE’S AFFIDAVIT  

(Updated May 11, 2019) 
 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify the following:  
 

1. I have raag gyaan and will evaluate jatthas based on notes and structure              
of the specified Raags as stated in the SGPC Reference Book posted on             
www.hemkunt2.org. 
 

2. I have taal gyaan (teentaal, ektaal, jhaptaal, chartaal, etc.).  
 

3. I have keertan gyaan.  
 

4. I have gian/ understanding of one of the SHSI. 
 

5. I have read, and am in agreement with, the entire information on the  
www.hemkunt2.org, specifically:  

a. Judges Eligibility Criteria and Affidavit  
b. Keertan Darbaar Rules  
c. Time Keeping, Scoring and Ranking Procedure 
  

6. I am not related to any member of any of the participating jatthas.  
 
7. I have not assisted, coached or trained any participating jatthas or any             
member.  

 
 

8. I will be fair in my judging process and will do my best to evaluate each jattha                  
on the basis of the rules and guidelines provided.  

 
 
Judge’s Name:________________________                  Signature: _________________________ 
                                                                                          Date:  
 
 
Judges’ Coordinator:___________________                  Signature: _________________________ 

Date:  
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